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KOIZUMI'S POWER BASE 

The discussion in this chapter centres on the core political conditions conducive 
to successful economic reform under Koizumi, particularly during the initial 
months of his administration. Political factors supportive of strucrural reform 
included a favourable political environment shaped hy economic crisis, the 
positive impetus provided hy a political honeymoon period, Koizumi's 
demonstration of srrong and visionary leadership, his skilful use of the media, 
the social consensus supporting his reforms, the strong base oflegislative support 
for the Koizumi administration in the Diet, and conversely, a fragmented and 
demoralised opposition. 

- A background of economic crisis 

Japan certainly meets the test of economic crisis. The state of the Japanese 
economy represents a crisis in slow motion, punctuated by periods of heightened 
criticality, particularly with respect to the viability of the Japanese financial 
system. Japans array of economic woes includes depressed stock prices, deflation, 
a banking sector overwhelmed by non-performing loans, depressed consumer 
spending, the highest unemployment rates it has evet experienced, 1 a budget 
deficit that makes the Japanese government the most heavily indebted of the 
major industrialised nations, 2 sliding government bond prices, declines in 
industrial output and falling business investment. During 2001, Japan also 
suffered sharp declines in expons and outputs, worsening trade figures with 
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the rest of the world,' and 20,000 corporate bankruptcies with aggregate 
liability exceeding ¥16 trillion in fisca! 2001.4 The upshot of all these negative 
facrors was 'disma! growth performance fot the Japanese economy.' 

Despite the cyclica! upturn in mid 2002, there is no guarantee of a sustainable 
recovery, The improvement in industria! production has largely been due to 
increased exports, while, significantly, 'twO major pillars of economic activity
personal consumption and corporate capital investment-remain stagnant'. 6 

Nor can financial system coUapse be ruled our.7 The permanent recession of 
the 1990s may well spill over into the 2000s. Even the administration 
acknowledges rhar 'the overall pace of rhe recovety is moderate and rea! GDP 
growth in FY 2002 is expecred to remain flat. The economy is expected tu be 
on [sic] the genera! recovery phase during FY 2003. but this recovery may be 
fragile as the improvement of the employment and income environment might 
be mild if eliminating anxiety regarding the financial system is delayed'.' Indeed, 
some analysrs predict relentless economic dedine for Japan if something is not 
done soon to meet the prolonged and severe economic crisis.' 

Japan's economic crisis has helped to shape a political environment in which 
the public has become more receptive to a radica! policy agenda and ro the 
need for government to chart a new course under a fresh long-term vision. The 
crisis vaulted Koizumi, a politician who cut an unconventional figure within 
the ruling LDP and who held omspoken views on reform, into the prime 
ministership, The biggest change on the Japanese economic scene was, therefore, 
political. 

In Koizumi many Japanese saw hope for change and a leader who would 
supply strong, creative leadership at a decisive moment in the nation's histoty. 
In their view, the economic crisis demanded rough action to restore the economy 
to growth even if it meant sweeping change to established systems of economic 
governance, As Williamson and Haggard point out, the chief value of economic 
crisis is in moving whole societies to the realisation that the existing order is no 
longer tenable.'" On Koizumi's assumption of the prime ministership, Japan 
appeared to revea! such a point of societal consensusY According to Miyauchi 
Yoshihiko, Chairman of Koizumi's Council for Regulatory Reform (Sago Kisei 
Kaikal<u Kaigil, 'consensus for painful reforms ... [had] finally emerged among 
the public after a series of government efforts failed to rebuild the economy 
over the past decade'.'2 Associate Editor of The Times, Anatole Ka!ersky, also 
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observed that Koizumi was 'part of a consensus in lavor of a "comprehensive 
package" of economic reforms that was dearly spreading through Japan's civil 
service, political system and industrial establishment', 13 

The public's willingness to accept Koizumi's argument that short-term pain 
was needed for long-term gain was evidence of widespread agreement rhat the 
status quo was unsus'tainable,14 A November 2001 opinion survey revealed that 
46 pet cent of respondents believed that structural teforms should be catried 
out even if they were accompanied by pains sucb as corporate failures and an 
increase in unemployment, Moreover, even 45 pcr cent of those who believed 
they would suffer negative effects supported tbe structural reforms, ,5 In 
advocating reform, Koizumi directly addressed the public's concerns about 
the need for comprehensive change, rhus identifying himself closely with the 
Wants, needs, aspirations and expectations of the Japanese people, His appeal 
was not based on a slavish pursuit of public popularity but on his expression of 
the public mind, particularly rhe need for decisive action to solve Japan's 
economic problems, The public mood was 'disgusted with past LDP politics 
and longed for a regime dedicated to reform',16 Koizumi was able to capture 
this mood and use it as a source of political power, 

Crisis also lent legitimacy to Koizumi's long-term advocacy of specific reforms 
such as privarising post office services, wbich was the centrepiece of his structural 
reform program, As Curds comments: 'By the time Koizumi ran for the party 
presidency in 2001, there was a much greater willingness on the part of rhe 
electorate to accept that fundamental change, as risky as it might be, was no 
longer avoidable', 17 Koizumi came to power on a wave of popular revolt at the 
gtassroots level of the LDP against the conventional method of selecting the 
prime ministe.r, whicb is by means of a backroom consensus amongst LD P 
powerbrokers followed by an election fought along lacrional lines amongst the 
LDP's Diet membership." 

The 2001 LDP presidential election was somewhat unusual. In addition to 
the LDP parliamentary party (with 346 votes), three fank-and-file members 
from each of the party's prefectural chapters were also allowed to vote in a so
called 'popular' elecrion, The grassroots of the party thought that Koizumi 
would be the saviour of the parry, which in their view faced certain defeat in 
rhe upooming Upper House elections unless they voted for someone with greater 
popular appeal and a strongly reformist stance,19 Their overwbelming SUppOIt 
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for Koizumi effectively launched him imo the prime ministership. 11,e factions 
at rhe centre buckled in recognition that Koizumi had picked up 123 votes of 
the 141 available from the prefectural branches.2C The votes from the local 
chapters pur pressure on the Diet members from those constituencies also to 
vote for Koizumi regardless of their factional affiliation. Many LDP Diet 
members 'had little choice but to endorse the desire for change among rank
and-flIe party members'. 21 This is despite the facr thar only one momh earlier 
many coalition pany members regarded Koizumi as too radical to be prime 
minister even though he was believed to be popular amongst the public." 

It was the first time in the party's history that the leader of the largest 
faction fuiled to be elected president (namely, Hashimoto).23 Indeed, it was 
the first time tbat a professed anti-faction politician had won the presidency. 
Koizumi was previously a senior faction membet (he ",,",s chairman and second
in-command of the Mori faction) who declared his open opposition to factions. 
He left the Mori faction when he entered the race for the LDP presidency in 
an attempt to win cross-factional votes?' In the final tally, Koizumi obtained 
298 votes. garnering an additional 175 votes from fellow LDP Diet members, 
almost exactly half of the party. Hashimoro gained a total of 155 votes. As6 
Tar6 31, and Kamei Shizuka three. Koizumi won the support of some younger 
LDP Diet politicians who disobeyed instructions ftom their faction elders, 
although most LDP Diet members did vote along facriMal lines and it was 
the Eta-Kamei faction's move to support Koizumi that put his victory beyond 
any doubt. "One young LDP member, Yamamoto Kazuta, commented tllar 
becoming a faction leader had ttaditionally been conditional on providing 
money at election time and allocating positions such as minister, parliamentary 
vice-minister26 and committee chairmanships, but ~the younger generation 
wanted to work with politicians who had knowledge and a poliq philosophy, 
not with politicians who had money. By working with these kinds of politicians, 
there was an expectation that young politicians could leave something 
meaningful to the world'. 27 Moreover, Yamamoto underlined the fact that 
Koizumi had succeeded to the presidency of the parry and the prime 
ministership without having money to maintain a faction or buy followers to 
support his bid for power." His victory was interpreted by one leading Diet 
member 'as a sign that the feudalistic system of control of the patty by faction 
bosses may be ending'." The LDP's prefectural branches and younger LDP 
Diet politicians have continued to express dissatisfaction with the faction system 
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because it promotes iron-fisted control by the ruling gerontocracy over members' 
freedom of speech and action. 

Moreover, even though Koizumi was chosen by the parry, he was undoubtedly 
'the people's choice' for Prime Minister.30 The way in which he came to office 
with heavy grassroots support behind him meant that, in contrast to his 
predecessors, he was not beholden to LDP faction leaders and elders,3l and 
not bound to do their bidding. In particular, the fact that he received almost 
half of his majoriry votes in the LDP presidential election from parry prefectural 
branch members liberated him from acting only with the consent of parry 
leaders. 

- Koizumis political honeymoon 

Koizumi enjoyed a rather long and potentially productive honeymoon period 
which lasted from April 2001 until February 2002. This is longer than the 
administrations of prime ministers Uno Sosuke, Hosokawa Morihiro and Hata 
Tsutomu. In his first few months in office Koizumi benefited from 
unprecedented approval ratings of more than 80 per cent, and even after six 
months these remained at over 70 per cent. With these levels of support, 
Koizumi had an ideal political basis from which to launch his reform program. 
He was poised to achieve a great deal. 

Koizumi's honeymoon period encompassed and overwhelmed the July 2001 
Upper House election. Riding on a wave of popular support, Koizumi almost 
singlehandedly won the election for the LDP. Without Koizumi and the abiliry 
of all LDP candidates to tap into his populariry, the parry would have almost 
certainly failed to win a majoriry of seats up for re-election." Just prior to the 
election, the Koizumi Cabinet registered an approval rating of 88 per cent, the 
highest since Kyodo News started polling. The rating for the LDP also hit 51 
per cent, the first time in la years that the figure had topped 50 per cent. 
Clearly public support for Koizumi translated into support for the party, 
although the dispariry between Koizumi's support rating and that for the LDP 
suggested that his coattails were not long enough to make people automatically 
back the LDP. In fact, the Japanese press observed that many Japanese voters 
were caught in a dilemma berween their support for Koizumi personally and 
their aversion to the LDP." Nevertheless, the election results clearly 
demonstrated that Koizumi attracted a large personal vote that flowed to the 
LDP and LDP candidates. 
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The Upper House elecroral system gave every voter a chance to make a 
symbolic vote for Koizumi by endorsing the LDP in the national constituency, 
which is fought along party-proportional lines." The LDP's share of the total 
vote in this constituency shot up from 25 to almost 40 (38.57) per cem, with 
20 seats won, up from 14 in the 1998 Upper House elections, and the highest 
number since the 1986 double election. This was interprered everywhere as a 
result of the Koizumi facror, with organisational candidates competing as 
individuals winning about one-half ro one-third of their usual number of votes," 
In yet another testimony to Koizumi's electoral prowess, the LDP's support 
rate also doubled in metropolitan Kanagawa Prefecmre, Koizumi's home district 
just outside Tokyo, while gains in the vast conurbations of1okyo and Osaka 
were not fat behind this, A similar pattern could be seen in prefectural 
electorates, where individual LD P candidates' vote tallies surged in all but a 
handful of consticuendes." 

Koizumi's strong and visionary leadership 

Koizumi's charismatic leadership style has led lnany Japanese to believe that 
rhey have a prime minister who has the ability to plug Japan's cbronic political 
leadership deficit and restore their faith in government. Koizumi's leadership 
has been bolstered by his unasbamed willingness to stand out from the crowd, 
a capacity for political individualism captured in such descriptions as 'maverick', 
a 'wild horse', 'lone wolf', 'a bit of an odd ball' (henjin), a 'lone reformer', a 
'pied piper' and 'Koizumi the Lionheart'. 

In the !eadup to the July 2001 Upper House elections, Koizumi spawned 
what can only be described .s a 'cult of personality' or 'Koizumi fever', He 
attracted a frenzied level of personal adoration usually reserved for popstars. 
This was typified by Hayashi Kenji, a 24-year old company employee, who 
was interviewed by tbe press during a visit to the LDP headquarters Qiminto 
hotlbu) in Nagatacho, Hayashi said he never imagined he would visit the LDP 
parry headquarters, He had never voted, never supported a political campaign, 
yet he found himself at the party's gift shop during his lunch break to buy 20 
posters of Koizumi. As he explained, 'I'm not an LDP supporter, but 1 want to 
put up a poster of this lnan of the moment in my room',37 He bought in bulk 
because his relatives and friends had asked him to get them posters too." 

This phenomenon is even more unusual against a background of prime 
ministers with charisma bypass who have been inflicted on the Japanese people 
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by ruling LD P factions regardless of popularity considerations.39 Koizumi's 
immediate predecessors-prime ministers Mori and Obuchi-epitomised this 
phenomenon. Very few winners of the LDP factional races have also been able 
to claim a de foeto popular mandate. So, if leadership requires followetship, 
Koizumi is like no other leader in Japan's postwar history. 

Koizumi also displayed policy leadership by offering a clear vision for change. 
His credibility as a reformer was bolstered by his consistent advocacy of a 
reformist platform within the parry over a number of years prior to gaining the 
prime ministership. He had previously published four books on the need to 
reform various parts of the bureaucracy and to privatise postal services.40 He 
also campaigned for the presidency of the LDP in 1995 on a platform of 
privatising the postal services, and did so again in 2001. Clearly, a reformist 
posture was not a cloak Koizumi donned temporarily for political convenience. 
He appeared genuinely convinced of the merits of small government, the 
economic efficiency-inducing benefits of competition, the advantages of an 
economy led by the private sector, the need to eliminate wasteful government 
expenditure and the imperative of cutting down Japan's bloated public works 
industry. 

Unlike some of his predecessors, Koizumi did not resort to the familiar 
device of advancing traditional LDP policies in the guise of reforms. Koizumi 
was a parry leader whose policies ran directly counter to those of his parry, and 
a prime minister who acted like a leader of the opposition in rejecting many of 
the mainstream interests of the LDP'41 On taking office, he declared that 'his 
plans for reform would be tantamount to the destruction of the Liberal 
Democratic Party'. 42 Even Koizumi's 'structural reform without sacred cows' 

slogan was an implicit challenge to LDP policy traditions. 
On assuming the prime ministership, Koizumi publicly vowed to abolish 

all the traditional LDP policy axioms: heavy public spending, over-regulated 
industry," a huge public sector, pork-barrel construction projects and the 
ptotection of special interests. He also rejected the tired formulas of the LDP 
in dealing with Japan's prolonged economic stagnation. He made it clear that 
he disapproved of old-sryle, pump-priming measures, the LDP's standard 
prescription for overcoming economic downturn which has played into the 
hands of vested interests in the parry and in the bureaucracy. Koizumi also 
reversed long-standing LDP policy which advocated tackling the problem of 
economic recovery before reform. This was a strategy that equated economic 
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recovery with economic stimulus in the hope that it wnuld make reform 
unnecessary. The recovery scenario envisaged by successive LDP-Ied governments 
ever since the economy first plunged into recession had not transpired. A 
combination of fiscal stimulus with a modicum of relatively painless economic 
structural reform had not restored Japan to growth." Koizumi turned this 
approach on its head, substituting radical stmctural reform as the basis of 
economic recovery. His position was simple: 'No reform, no growth'. With 
this stance, Koizumi ended the procrastination of the LDP, which perpetually 
postponed reform because of the threat it posed to its major support networks. 
Ten years of'reform' under the LDP meant no or little reform at all. Koizumi's 
vision of Japan's economic futute was economic growth 'led by private 
demand ... by unfolding the potential through the further acceleration of 
structural reforms' .45 

The task of developing and amplifYing Koizumi's reform agenda was allotted 
to a diverse array of prime ministerial-led advisory councils. Within weeks of 
its inauguration, rhe Koizumi administration moved quickly to develop the 
momentum for change, initiating rhe formulation of blueprints, guidelines, 
policy packages and reform schedules to flesh out the derails of Koizumi's core 
proposals, instead of displaying the foot-dragging immobilism that had been 
the hallmark of earlier LDP-led administrations." In its fever of relentless 
reform initiatives, the Koizumi administration was demonstrating the political 
will to transform Japan that had been consistently missing from previous 
administrations. 

In endeavouring to carry out this Structural reform program, Koizumi 
projected an entirely new style of prime ministerial leadership. He was Japan's 
first prime minister to lead from the front in a single-minded pursuit of his 
own agenda. He took the initiative and went on the policy offensive, firing off 
orders and instructions in all directions, with his party and public officials 
playing catchup. He abandoned the orthodox approach of previous prime 
ministers, whose main role was articulating an agreed consensus achieved 
through a painstaking process of bottom-up consultation and compromise 
amongst bureaucratic and party elites. Koizumi was nobody's mouthpiece: 
not the LOP's and not the bureaucracy's. He acted like a top-down leader who 
made decisions and who expected them to be followed through. 

Koizumi's leadership style embodied widespread public suppOrt in Japan 
for a S(fong, popularly elected prime minister, an idca that he had proposed 
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himself. but which wa'" not supported by either his party or the opposition 
parties. Previous Japanese leaders with presidential aspirations like Prime 
Minister Nakasone were still beholden to the factional coalitions that put them 
in office. Koizumi's public popularity was such that he did not have to be 
concerned about a factional power base within the party. The primary source 
of his political power was his large personal following amongst rhe Japanese 
public, not his party or his facrional base. 

- A social consensus supporting Koizumis refolmS 

In Japans case, the social consensus in favour of reform has been ,",pressed in 
terms of public suppOrt for Koizumi whose political persona has been 
inseparable from his reform agenda. The skyhigh approval ratings that Koizumi 
enjoyed during his first 10 months in office were one of the main factors 
leading observers to believe t.l,at Koizumi had the public backing he needed to 

effect a radical reform program. Like",~se, the July 2001 election offered strong 
public endorsement of Koizumi's reform program and was interprered as 
providing Koizumi with the public mandate he needed to power his reforms 
fonvard. A vote for KoiZUml was considered equivalent to a vote for reform. As 
rhe secretary-general of the LDP's chapter in Miyagi prefecture commented: 
'Thanks to Koizumi's image itS a refOrmer, we were able to attract voters who 
were fed up with the old system and longed for structural reform' 

In the elections, Koizumi was backed by almost all pro-LDP voters, who 
under different circumstances might have supported other parties.'" He was 
also supported by many opposition party voters"? and importantly by many 
independent or non-aligned voters. One-third of the 22 per cent of voters who 
described themselves as without parry preference in the election said that they 
voted for the LDP or its candidates in the proportional representation 
constituency, according to a Ky6d6 News exit poll of 72,000 people.50 The 
proportion of voters without party preference who hacked the LDP was up 
threefold from II per cent in the 1998 Upper House election. In gaining the 
support of one-third of unaffiliated voters, the LDP outpolled all the other 
parties." Koizuml'~ great coup in this election was to win the support of many 
of these voters, who but for him would have deserted the LDP. 

Non-aligned or floating voters make up an increasingly large segment of the 
Japanese voting public. Survey respondents who claim that they suppOrt no 
political party regularly tepresent over one-third of voters in public opinion 
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polls. They contribute to the volatility of the national electorate and can sway 
an election outcome. They can even make the difference between victory and 
defeat for the LDp"'Under Prime Minister Mori, they formed the largest bloc 
of eligible voters, comprising more than a third of the total munber5l [n the 
2000 Lower House election, 38 per cent of these votes went to the Democratic 
Party of Japan. 54 This is despite the advice from Prime Minister Mori, who, 
'like a deranged addict. . .implored just before the elections "I want independent 
voters to sleep all day"'." 

Furthermore, as the recent spate of Independent candidates elected to various 
local government positions showS,55 Japanese voters are not only increasingly 
non-party affiliated, they are anti·party. Koizumi was able to tap into this kind 
of political disaffection. Even though he was the leader of the LDP, Koizumi 
managed to portray himself as being anti.party by projecting an anti·LDP image. 
The anti·party vote would have deserted the LOP without Koizumi. Indeed, 
Koizumi's extraordinaty personal popularity was partly based on his rejection of 
JUSt about evetything the LDP stood for. Koizumi was the leader of the LDP but 
in the popular mind he was not identified with it. Even his manner and hairstyle 
projected an anti· LOP image because they were so far from the norm for LOP 
leaders. Koizumi himself acknowledged that his public support was based on 
the fact that he was 'the most un-LDP·like of the LDP'," At one point Koizumi 
said he was even prepared to 'demolish the LDP' (jimintli 0 bukkowtlSu), which 
made the public support him even more strongly. 58 According to former Prime 
Minister Nakasone, it was this 'statement that crystallized the pent·up 
grievances of the public and swept him to power'.59 Indeed, Koizumi's campaign 
cry in the July 2001 Upper House election was 'change the LDP, change Japan'.6G 
The combination of an anti·LDP stance with a strongly reform posture was a 
powerful electoral combination rhat appealed particularly to anti·party, anti· 
LD!, voters." Koizumi capitalised on the public's growing sense that LOP 
politics was 'largely responsible for Japan's economic malaise's, by building an 
alliance between himself and the Japanese people against the political 
establishmenr. This was expressed in the slogan on one of the Koizumi T· 
shirts which said: 'Challenge of Koizumi-Give Me Power' and 'Come on! 
Let's Change--Liberal Democraric Party'. As one foreign journalist commented, 
'he is using his personal mandate for change to take on the enemy within'." 
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The major significance of the 2001 elections for Koizumi's policy leadership 
was that it liberated his administration from deferring to the vested imerests 
that had sustained the LDP in power over many decades. In obtaining the 
support of many non-aligned voters, Koizumi altered the composition of the 
LDP's support base to give greater voice to unorganised urban voters based on 
more diffuse policy appeals over special interests reliant on LDP-style distributive 
politics. The LDP's traditional formula for winning vOtes was a mixture of 
reliance on pork barrelling and garnering support from organised interests 
operating in sectors such as agriculture, forestry; fisheries) education,M culture, 

sportS, religion. postal and medical services, distribution, manuJicturing, land 
development and constrnction. 

In contrast, Koizumi stood up for Japan's long under-represented voters
urban rather than rural dwellers, the young rather than the old, the more 
highly educated ratber than the less educated, younger working women rather 
than older house,,~ves, consumers rather than producers, salaried workers rather 
,han the self-employed, and so on. In short, Koizumi atrracted support from 
those voters who would most benefit from his reforms. In his policies, Koizumi 
was prepared to trade suppOrt from the LDP's traditional support networks 
for that from a potentially much larger constituency of unaffiliated urban voters, 
salaried workers and working mothers. These large amorphous groupings were 
only prepared to back the LDP and its endorsed candidates because of Koizumi. 
Koizumi reversed the marked erosion in suppOrt for the LDP in urban areas in 
line with his long-term view that the LDP needed to realign itself with urban 
voters·' and attract many floating voters to the party66 Significantly, Koizumi 
is one of the few LDP prime ministers to represent a metropolitan electorate-
Kanagawa {I I)-making a strong contrast from the rural and regional support 
bases of his predecessors." 

Koizumi's major support base continues to be found in the dties; rural and 
regional areas are much less receptive to his reform plans because of the likely 
impact of some of his proposals on the public works projects and subsidies 
they have enjoyed over a long period. Public works not only provide improved 
infrastructure for the local residents, they also generate government contracts 
for construcdon companies and jobs for local workers, especially in rural areas 
where jobs are scarcer and part-time farmers need non-agricultural employment 
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to supplement farm incomes. Public opinion polls show that respondents living 
in majnr urhan districts view the refotms differently from other Japanese. 
Support for Koizumi's proposals are at least 10 percentage paiats higher in 
city as opposed to regional ateas.ss 

- K(}izumis use of the media 

Ever since ordinary Diet sessions were uanslnitted on television in Japan a few 
years ago, the significance of TV as a medium for political communication has 
risen exponentially.69 So has public interest in TV broadcllsts of Diet proceedings 
with the presence of Koizumi and his feisty Foreign Minister Tanaka Makiko. 
TI,e public interest in me Japanese Diet has been consolidated by the newer 
phenomenon of the TV 'Wide Show' (Wttidosbol on which politicians and 
commentators appear, exchange gossip and debate various issues for several 
hours. Koizumi, Tanaka and Finance Minister Shiokawa Masajuro consistently 
provide topics for 'Wide Show' discussions. 

Koizumi has paid carefnl attention to his media strategy and possesses 
excellent communication skills. He has the ahility to cteate a positive image in 
a way that resonates with public opinion and people's interestS. He is a master 
ofTY politics as a means of getting his message across. One of Japan's noted 
drama directors, Ben Wada, has given Koizumi a perfect score for his public 
performance and for cranking up the entettainment value of Japanese politics." 
Even the debut of Koizumi's son as an actor has been used to iucrease Koizumi's 
public approval rate?' As Masuzoe contends, 

Konumi has deployed his mew;;! technique to run for prime minister. the uppt;( house election and 

even in the conduct of bis administration. Ai> a result, the mllSS media has undoubtedly- contributed 

to the Koizumi cabinet's high levels of support .amongst the puhlk.71 

Koizumi also takes advantage of the internet to commllnicate with his 
supporters, producing an email newsletter called the 'Koizumi Cabinet Mail 
Magazine', which he uses to advance his views and those of other members of 
his executive at taxpayers' expense. In the inidal months of his prime 
ministership the magazine had spectacularly high rates of circulation. 

Koizumi presents a simple and direct message to the Japanese people that is 
usually centred on pithy phrases and slogans that are easy to understand and 
designed to appeal to the public.73 In addition to his 'structural reforms without 
sacred cows' slogan, other phrases that have been the hallmark of the Koizumi 
administration include 'from the public sector to the private sector', 'what the 
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private sector can do, it should do' (minkan de dekiru koto wa, minkan de), 'no 
fear, no hesitation and no constraint', 'equal pain for three sides' (san po ichiy~Zf)n), 
'no growth without rcfonn' (kiJzlJ kaikaku nakushite ,eichO rldShr)," 'no pain, no 
gain', and so Oil .. ..'\5 Kitaoka comments; one of Koi7...umi's great strengths is that 

his 'speeches make ordinary people feel that he is speaking directly to them'," 
Whilst puffing up his own achievements, Koizumi also has a capaciry for honesty 
in explaining the harsh economic realities to the Japanese people, He repeatedly 
asserts that the process of structural reform will not be easy, but if Japan is to 

have a good future, it has to go through a period of painful change, Through 
the media, Koizumi has been able to portray himself as just the right kind of 
leader needed to lead Japan through difficult times to a new and brighter 
future with personal qualities like 'integrity, dignity and the public's trust'," 

During the 2001 election campaign, Koizumi's ability to articulate his vision 
and comnlitment to reform in terms of a dear message was particularly effective 

in gaining the support of non-parry voters outside the networks of suppon 
that have sustained the LDP in government over many decades. In this respect, 
his campaigning style contrasted markedly with the norm for LDP politicians 
who have traditionally relied on vague generalities and unclear policy messages 
combined with organised bloc votes and pork-barrel promises, In the 2000 
Lower House election, for example, the LDP's election platform relied on vague 
promises to lift the economy out of recession, It was matched by equally abstract 
coalition pledges to 'revitalise the Japanese frame of mind' and 'realise a state 
where people can live safely and at ease',n 

Koizumi has also incorporated the media into his political manoeuvring to 

gain leverage within policymaking circles, His tactic is to initiate a proposal 
with an oft-repeated slogan and then use the tailwind created by public support 
to give him strengrb in negotiations against opposing forces within ti,e political 
establishment, In this way he uses public opinion as a means of breaking down 
the resistance of diehard LDP politicians and bureaucrats to his proposals, By 
portraying himself as an embattled leader ranged against anti-reform forces in 
his own party, Koizumi aims to gather public support for his cause and generate 
opposition to his opponents, This strategy explains his confrontationist style 
(buchimakushigata 110 MM) in dealing with the recalcitrants in his own pafty 
on particular issues." Ero Takami, who leads onc of the factions that supported 
Koizumi's bid fOf the prime ministership, has criticised Koizumi's hostile stance 
toward the old guard in the LDp'79 
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- A fragmented and demoralised opposition 

The opposition parties in Japan-the Democratic Party of Japan, or DPJ 
(Minshut6), rhe Liberal Party Oiyut6), the Japan Communist Party or JCP 
(Nihon Ky6sant6) and the Social Democratic Party, or SDP (Shakai 
Minshut6)-have been unable to form a unified front to oppose the Koizumi 
administrarion.80 One of their main problems is that, issue by issue, they take 
positions ar vatying distances from the government's. The parries also disagree 
on whether and to what extent rhey should cooperate with the ruling coalition 
if they support a particular policy or piece of legislation. At regular intervals 
fissures open up in the opposition camp when the DPJ decides to cooperate 
with the ruling coalition in order to 'normalise' Diet operations behind the 
backs of the Liberal and other opposition parties. 

From rime to rime the DPJ and Liberal parties toy with the idea of forming 
a coalition to take government, although their numbers are insufficient to 
form a majority (they have a combined 144 seats in the Lower Honse and 66 
seats in the Upper House). They would, therefore, need to form the core of a 
much wider grouping of parries as well as to entice the LDP's present partners 
to abandon the coalirion. The leader of the Liberal Party, Ozawa lchir6, proposed 
a seven-party coalition in early 2002, bur the idea proved unworkable. In the 
Lower House, the LDP now has a majority in its own right,S! which means 
rhat even if every single non-LDP Diet member joined in a coalition, rhe 
numbers would not be sufficient to overcome the LDP. Given the numerical 
realities, the opposition parties have neither the pulling power nor the incentive 
to sustain a unified stance for long enough to pose a successful challenge to the 
Koizumi government. 

In the first 10 months of Koizumi's administration, the opposition was 
significantly demoralised by Koizumi's stratospheric public approval ratings 
as well as by the LD P's victoty in the July 2001 Upper House election, which 
put the dominant ruling party in a much stronger position in that house. In 
fact, opposition party leaders who debated with Koizumi in the Diet were 
cautious in their attacks on both Koizumi and his policies in the face of his 
narional popularity. A DPJ official commented that 'This is not normal ... We 
are in limbo because Koizumi's support rate with the public is so high'. 82 

The opposition also finds it difficulr to confront the ruling coalition because 
of fundamental agreement between Koizumi and some opposition groups on 
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the main issues of reform, To some extent they have to 'manufacture' points of 
difference such as the pace and scope of KOlzumi's re/Drms, They question why 
he does not take his economic initiarives furrher and faster, and demand more 
dear-cut commitments to reform,83 but essenrially the disagreements with 
Knizumi are nuanced when it comes to the major items of his policy program, 
Ozawa, for example, consrantly criticises Koizumi for his under-performance 
on suucrural reform policies and is a strong advocare of deregulation, S4 but he 
supports the move to privatise postal services, The Liheral Party's July 2001 
Upper House election manifesto displayed significant areas of overlap with the 
Koizumi structural refurm agenda," 

The fundamental problem for opposition parties like the DPj, which prides 
itself on its reformist orientation, is that the administration's agenda leaves 
them little leeway to project rhemselves as reformers, Because the prime mioister 
himself acts like the leader of the anti-LDP opposition in advocating refotms 
that ate contrary to the interests of his own party, he has usutped the role of 
the opposition and occupied their policy space, In mid 2001, Diet memhers 
from the DPJ commented to members of a visiting Australian political 
delegation to Japan that 'Koizumi was "stealing their political clothes" as 
reformers of the political process and the economy' ,86 The main opposition 
party has long been an advoClte of cuts in wasteful public works spending and 
of policies such as deregulation to reduce Japans high cost industtial structure 
and to encourage international investment) as well as decentralisation of 
government and greater local autonomy, The D PJ is particularly opposed to 
centralised bureaucratic power. In an article entided 'I Will Bring Down the 
Cabinet', which appeared in a monthly periodical, leader of rhe DPJ, Haroyama 
Ynkio, expounded his long-held intention of 'destroying the huteaucracy
dependent administration' 

A close reading of rhe DP}'s policies for the 200] elections under the title '7 
Refurms, 21 Key Policies' reveals little difference from Knizumi', own structural 
reform manifesto," Hatoyama later featured administrative and fiscal reforms, 
industrial and local government restructuring, and further reorganisation of 
government rninistries in his June 2002 'Ivlanifesto of 10 Policies for Revitalising 
Japan',89 Some young DPJ Diet memhers have even come up with their own 
formula for Japan's economic revival, particularly for expanding demand in rhe 
economy.9C 
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In snatching the structural reform initiative from the DPJ, Koizumi has 
successfully been able to take the steam out of its anti-Koizumi campaign." 
To compound the difficulties of the DPTs position, the party has been criticised 
for lack of clear policy contrasts between it and the Koizumi administration.92 

The differences are so muted as to prevent the party from presenting a clear 
alternative message to the electorate. The DP] has tried to finesse its position 
by taking the view 'that it agrees with the need for reforms but doubts those of 
the Koizumi cabinet because real reform requires a change of government'." It 
has also tried to distinguish itself by asserting that it is the 'real reformer', by 
questioning Koizumi's credibility and effectiveness as a reformer, by criticising 

the compromises he makes with elements opposed to reform in his own party," 
and by arguing for 'warmhearted structural reform' with safety nets for the 
unemployed and other people hard hit by reform." Koizumi himself has 
complained that because he wants to accelerate the disposal of non-performing 
loans, the DP] has called him a 'callous reformer' and a 'cold-hearted reformer'.96 
In the DPTs view, any acceleration or expeditious disposal of non-performing 
loans risks higher unemployment. The party frequently expresses concern about 
the impact of structural reform on employment and workers. The DP] advocates 
unemployment insurance, re-education programs and worksharing as measures 

for dealing with high unemployment,97 arguing that liquidating businesses is 
not the same thing as reforming. 98 It has also proposed taxation reform to 
lower the tax threshold for salaty earners and corporations. 

The DPTs concern with employment and workers' issues is partly a reflection 
of the former socialist party" and labour union connections of some of its Diet 
members. Such politicians represent some of the most anti-market reform groups 
in Japanese society. Labour unions in the public sector, for example, are 
vehemently opposed to reforms like the abolition of public enterprises. 100 Not 
surprisingly, the DP] opposes the privatisation of postal services,lOl because of 
the possibility that it would threaten the jobs of postal workers who are members 
of the Japan Postal Workers' Union (Zenteishin R6d6 Kumiai, or Zentei), 
whose Diet representatives are affiliated to the D PJ.I02 This organisation boasts 
almost 150,000 members throughout the country who work in postal services 
(mail, postal savings and postal life insurance) at post offices, business centres 
for postal savings and life insurance, regional postal service bureaus and postal 
hospitals. Other members work in private firms specialising in mail 
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rransportation, and at the Posral Life Insurance Welfare Corporation. The DP] 
also has links with the i\ll Japan Postal Labour Union (Zennihon Yl1sei R6d6 
Kumiai, or Zenyl1sci), which is affiliated to the Japanese Trade Union 
Confederation (Rengo)103 and which represents just under 88,000 union 
members working for the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications proper 
(now the Ministry of Public Management, Home Affairs and Posts and 
Telecommunications) or Somusho), regional postal service bureaus, counter 
clerks, mail processing employees and non-mail processing employees as post 
offices. 104 As Matsubara comments, the DP] is 'as constrained by vested interests 
as the LDP. Among the OP]'s main supporters are the postal workers' unions 
and NTT employees' unions. 105 Although rhe OP] likes to portray itself as 
much more of a reformist parry than the LOP in general terms, on some of the 
policy specifics it is in fact quite anti-reform, at least in terms of market reforms, 

The particular policy mix of the DP] reflects the composition of the party as 
a schizophrenic compound of politicians from the former right and left of 
Japanese polities, This has been further revealed by the issue of postal reform, 
The OP],s leading advocate of postal reform is Matsukawa Shigefumi who co
authored a book on postal reform with Koizumi, On the other hand, in May 
2002, the reception to celebrate the publication of a book by Ito Mototaka, a 
postal policy specialist in the OP], brought together anti-privatisation lobbyists 
from both the ruling and opposition camps,l06 Furthermore, a number of DPJ 
Diet politicians joined a large group of Diet members in a bipartisan group 
opposed to Koizumi's postal ptivatisation drive. w7 

The policy commonalities between the DPJ and the Koizumi administration 
have militated against its adopting a srrongly confrontationist srance with the 
ruling coalition. Tbe DP] has often come out in support of Koizumi against 
opposing fotces within the lDP and voted with the government on legislation 
in the Diet, In this respect it operates like a de focto mling coalition memher 
committed to cooperation with the cabinet and working with the ruling 
coalition on a regular basis, Bills that appear on the floor of the Oiet regolarly 
contain clauses that the DPJ has requested be inserted in exchange for voting 
with government legislation, 

Such behaviont is not unusual in rhe ttadition of Japanese parliamentary 
politics, Opposition parties frequently operate like satellites around the 
dominant ruling party, voting with LOP legislation as a result of having been 
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brought into the political consensus formation process as part of the Diet 
management strategy of the ruling party(ies).IOB In this fashion, the opposition 
parties share power with the ruling party(ies) and expect to do so as the price 
of eschewing disruptive tactics during the passage of legislation. When the 
Koizumi administration ignores the DPTs objections, as they did over the bill 
to revise medical treatment fees for salaty earners, the DPJ resorts to obstreperous 
behaviour during the voting on the legislation in the Diet. 

The informal alliance between Koizumi and the DPJ is not only underwritten 
by the coincidence in their views on many reform issues, but also by Koizumi 
himself, who has courted support from the DPJ because he has, from time to 

time, been at odds with the New K6meit6 lO9 within his own coalition. In fact, 
Koizumi has been willing to play the DPJ card against the New K6meit6 on 
several occasions, hinting that he would not mind if the DPJ replaced the New 
K6meit6 in the coalition if the latter found it difficult to agree with his 
policies. 1lO He was reported as saying to a New K6meit61eader, 'if you complain 
to me, I will team up with the Democratic Party'.lll The DPJ, unlike the New 
K6meit6, incorporates a number of ex-LDP members. 

Nor has Koizumi been loath to use the threat of support from the DPJ 
against recalcitrants within his own party, seeking Diet votes from the opposition 
party in defiance of resistance from LDP members objecting to his reform 
plans. For many months into his administration, Koizumi's chief weapon against 

foot-dragging within his own party was the threat to dissolve the Diet and call 
an election and, with the ensuing public backing, side with the opposition. 

The DPJ's intermittent cooperation policy with the government has caused 
internal dissension within the party between those supporting an 
accommodationist approach with the ruling coalition versus those advocating 
a more confrontationist approach. Hatoyama has been willing to continue 
support for Koizumi's reform drive, but Secretary-General Kan Naoto has 
favoured confronting Koizumi's administration as a better strategy for winning 

rhe next Lower House election, which must be held by 2004112 In practice, 
this duality boils down to policy cooperation on some issues, but not on others. 
As already noted, members of the DPJ also cooperate informally with members 
of the LDp in resisting Koizumi's reform initiatives. 

Ultimately, the well entrenched convention of policy cooperation with the 
LDP and its ruling coalition undermines the role of Japan's opposition parties 
as serious alternative contenders for power. Japan continues to lack what has 
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been described as a unified and effective excluded opposition. lI3 As Kitaoka 
argues, the most important task for the OP] is to take the reins of 
power. .. Publicly expressing dissatisfaction with the plans of the party leadet 
or cozying up to the LOP because you suppOrt Koizumi's reforms are the acts 
of people wirh low ambitions, Making efforts to unite and seize the reins of 
government should be far more of a priority than peuy point scoring' n4 

- Koizumis solid base of legislative support 

Koizumi has acknowledged the need for all the reforms he has proposed to go 
'through proper procedures-that is gaining majority support in the Diet' ,m 
The LOP with Koizumi as leader ruling in coalition with twO smaller parties, 
the New Kiimeltii and Conservative Party (Hoshmo), has a legislative majority 
in both houses of the Diet. This, in theoty, gives him guaranteed passage of 
cabinet-sponsored bills. I

" 

The underlying question concerns the stability of the Koizumi 
administration's legislative majority because coalitions are inherently less stable 
than single patty governments. Coalition governments are an indicator of party 
fragmentation, which as Haggard comments 'creates impediments to rhe 
cootdination required both to initiate and to sustain policy changes; more 
cohesive systems, by contrast, are more likely to generare the stable electoral 
and legislative suppOrt rhat are a prerequisite for consolidating economic 
reform' ,m Hence the shiEr from single-party government to multi-party 
governmeut which Japan has experienced since ]993 should in practice have 
produced less assuted legislative majorities for LDP~led administrations 
including Koizumi's. 

What is critical, as Haggard emphasises, is the nature of rhe deavages amongst 
the parties. A polarised party system with clear left-right cleavages is likely to 

present greater difficulties to a reforming administration because of highet levels 
of partisan conflict and a more highly mobilised anti-reform movement from 
leEr~wing interest groups such as cl,e labour unions. In contrast, a non-polarised 
party system which is 'chatacterized by a low level of ideological distance 
amongst pardes'1l8 is more open to rhe formation of policy coalitions based on 
purely pragmatic and instrumental considerations, As Haggard explains: 
'Nonpolarized systems rest on "pragmatic" parties in which ties between leaders 
and followers are largely instrumental and rest on shared interests in obtaining 
political office rather than strong ideological commitments', 119 
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In the Japanese case, the distinctions amongst the policy platforms of the 
governing and opposition parties have historically been and remain much clearer 
on issues relating to the Japanese Constitution, defence and secutity policy 
than on issues of domestic economic policy, An axis of political confronration 
has yet to emerge between the ruling and opposition parties on economic 
policy, The most logical axis in an environment of structural reform is between 
what one might call the state-interventionists versus the free matketeersYo 
This is certainly not Dccuning in Japan along lines that parallel major party 
divisions, Even though the LOP has traditionally been closer to private sector 
business interests and the OP] is doser to workers' and salaty earners' interests, 
the two major parties both contain a spectrum of views on the central issue 
posed by Koizumi's reform program-market-liberal reform, 

Fundamentally, many Japanese politicians, including Diet members in the 
LOp, are ambivalent abour nea-liberal philosophy, '" Supporters of government 
intervention to protecr wbat are described as weak or vulnerable (rhat is, 
uncompetitive) sectors and to provide basic levels of social welfare can be found 
across the board in all Japanese political parties from the LOP to the JCP. For 
example, ptotection of favoured interests by LOP members makes them 
inherently opposed to market reforms and requires them to take an anti-market 
position, The majority of LOP members, a1rhough pro-capitalist (that is, they 
believe in private ownership of the means of production), are not necessarily 
pro-market (that is, allowing demand·supply factors to determine production 
and prices). 111ey f= the havoc tbat market competition would wreak amongst 
the weaker industry sectors that form their main organised suppOrt base, and 
disguise their politically self-interested, anti-market position with a philosophy 
that is purported to oppose US or Anglo-Saxon, laissezjd.ire-sryle capitalism. 
Tbeir views and policies have been variously described as 'conservative socialism, 
'financial sodalism',122 'mass democratic socialism system'i23 and "'quasi
socialisric" protection of strategic or politically influential interests' .12{ In teality, 
,heir anti-marker views are mainly an ideological cover for political self-interest, 
although ethnic pride may also be an element. Because a belief in the inherent 
superiority of the so-called 'Japan economic model' is now difficult to maintain, 
rheir lingering belief in this system is expressed as a form of antipathy towards 
Anglo-American capitalism, 

Members of the OP] also believe in state intervention, but for somewhat 
different policy purposes, The group is Strongly in favour of intervention to 
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promote housing to meet social needs, to assist the unemployed and job seekers, 
to ensure environmentally friendly policies in industry and energy, and to 

provide tood safety for consumers.'" Their economic ideology is more srrongly 
oriented towards concepts of sodal welfare and redistribution, and regulating 
industry ror consumer and environmental protection. Thus, they embrace a 
&miliar clutch of Jefi:-()f-cemre purposes for the state. They accept the basic 
principle of a market economy, provided that it is regulated in the interests of 
the citizens. A group of young DPJ members that styles itself the 'Society for 
the Study of Frontier Policy' maintains that it supportS healthy competition, 
but its members also argae that market principles and small governmem will 
not solve Japan's economic problems. They opposed President Bush's 
endorsement of the Koiz.umi administration wi,h his expression of support tor 
US-style market principles predicated on the belief that 'competition is 
everything' (ky6s6 koso subete)."6 

In general, younger members of both the LDP and DP] tend to be much 
more positively predisposed towards Koizumi's structural reform program than 
do more senior Diet members.'" For example, a group of junior LDP Diet 
members who support Koizumi's reforms have called themselves the 'Reform 
to the Death Squad'. On the other hand, whilst many Diet members in the 
government and opposition parties support structural reform in principle, they 
oppose it if it poses a threat to the vested interests they represent. 

The most unashamedly pro-market party is the Liberal Party led by Ozawa. 
However, it is a small rump in the Diet sustained by the force of Ozawas 
personality, policy ideas and energy which, in most cases, are used in a negative 
and destructive fashion rather than as a positive and constructive force. Ar the 
other end of the spectrum (to the extent that there is one), are the SDP and 
the JCP. They are anti-reform parties, which, it is suggested, is the main reason 
why they have <Jone so badly in recem elections. us 

No Japaneseparty unequivocally represents the interests of salary-earning, 
urban consumers who fall between the cracks of all the parties and whose 
iorerests would be best served by increasing competition in the economy for 
goods and services. The organisation of a party committed to such policies 
'would create a political divide that would be comprehensible in policy terms. 
It would lead to real policy choices being presented to the electorate'. m 

The blurred lines of cleavage on economic reform issues assist Koizumi by 
providing unclear lines of division in the Diet, which, as already noted, enables 
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him to enlist support from various party sources, both inside and outside the 

ruling coalition. Koizumi can take advantage ofJapan's non.polarised party system, 
which enables flexible parry coalitions ro form around particular policy issues. 

In some instances, policy coalitions have crossed the government·opposition 
divide, as already noted, with the DPJ supporting government legislation. 

Moreover, the failure of the opposition parties to present a clear and viable 
alternative to the LDP has contributed to the latter's sclerosis as a ruling parry, 
its complacency about Japans economic fate. and its obduracy in the face of 

Koizumi's attempts to implement rdorms that look beyond the special interests 
to the national interest, even at a time when Japan's economic circumstances 
cry out for a radical change in perspective. As Stockwin observes, if a government 
knows that it faces the very real prospect of losing power at the next election, 
this (is a really potent stimulus for governments to consider very· seriously 
indeed the interests of the electorate in a broad sense---what may be called the 

national interest'.'''' Curtis makes much the same poim, stating that 

[y]ou cannot really expttt a society to bring about fundamental and painful political reform it! a 

system in 'Which the ruling party really does not worry about losing power to the oppositi<m. The 

absence of a powero.,ll opposition party in Japan is the political tragedy of rhjs country .. ,The LDP 

politici,,", who rue opposing KOlzumi's refurms are not shiling in their boots, worried t!ut they arc 

going to lose the next el.oction to the DemocratL . .In the absence of 11 truly competitive party system 

you are nOI likely to get much fundamental reform,ul 

The fault lies with the opposition side as well. They have been too busy 

doing deals with the LDP to carve Out electoral niches ror themselves which 
would provide the alternative policy choices that could lay the foundations of 

victory ovet the LDP. Moreover, the shift from single·patry dominance under 

the LDP to coalition rule has served fnrther to entrench accommodationist 

forms of behavionr amongst the opposition parties. As Stockwin argues, 

political parties outside the LDP ... Me either brougbt into walition arrangement:l with the WP, or see 

their confrontati.mal impact blunted by arrangements made m their &vour. .. Today, the 1l1inshuro is 

the party ot).tside the LDP-centred coo1ition, but it seems to find difficulty in deciding whether 

it wants to grow into a patty Cipable of replacing the LDE or whether it might be tempted intO a 

coalition with Jx iuelf.l;l2: 

For the LDP to be willing to contemplate revision of its entrenched policy 

predilections, the political system needs a powerful, excluded opposition that 

could present an alternative vision for change to the Japanese people. 
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